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HYBRID INTERLOCK
12 - 15
DOUBLE KNIT
page

color fastness

What is Hybrid Interlock Double Knit?
Hybrid Interlock Double Knit is a 94% Micro Polyester, 6% Spandex blend.

7

equal parts

softness

superior

The 5.3 oz. weight provides the strength and durability needed
in a fabric with the desired heavenly soft and satiny sheen.

We call this

durability

stretchability

Lion meets lamb in this best-of-both-worlds combination of durability and

snag resistant

moisture control

stain release

softness. The reliability of this fabric has allowed us to create a variety of
current, on-trend, and exclusive premium designs.

ottoman

page

16 - 26

Why choose Ottoman Knit?
Ottoman knit is a 100% Micro Polyester fabric, the decorating surface of
your dreams. The 4.5 oz. weight provides superior durability, with a

color fastness

distinctive interlocking knit pattern adding a subtle, shimmering ribbed

equal parts

superior

texture to the finish.

What we did to achieve this greatness:
Spun a contemporary venerable weave for the jetsetter in mind.
Say hello to must have styling, this fabric has been crafted in some of

4

stain release

softness

moisture
control

the most unique color-block and solid designs in today’s market.

birds eye

page

27 - 29

Discover the difference with our
Bird’s Eye Knit

color fastness

Bird’s Eye Knit is a 100% Micro Polyester fabric with

4

stain release

equal parts

exceptional craftsmanship for superior breathability.

superior

The 4.5 oz. weight provides effortless comfort with
high-performance properties for everyday wear.
This sophisticated, go-to fabric has inspired eye-catching design options
for your choice of decorating techniques.

softness

moisture
control

ENGINEER TRACK KNIT
page

35

All aboard!
Find out why you’re on the right track.

color fastness

superior

shining rails of tone-on-tone stripes.
The 4.5 oz. weight accelerates in performance and distinction.
Say YES! To this impeccable fabric when it comes to comfort,

softness

design and elegance.

MICRO SINGLE JERSEY KNIT
page

4

equal parts

Engineer Track Knit is a 100% Micro Polyester, fabricated with

Less is more,
and we’re not just talking value!

stain release

36

color fastness

The 3.5 oz. weight provides essential elements, allowing an optimum

durability

6

Micro Single Jersey Knit is a 90% Micro Polyester, 10% Spandex blend
accelerating in comfort, softness and perfection.

moisture
control

stretchability

equal parts

superior

softness

range of motion.
This high performance fabric provides impressive tensile strength in
material as sheer and sleek as silk.

stain release

10 - 11
advanced
Mini Checker Woven

moisture control

page

40

light weight

Beat the heat in our 100% Micro Polyester,
UPF40 Sun Protected fabric.

5

equal parts

superior

The 2.3 oz. weight allows you to explore the outdoors and dry fast,
with the durability and strength this fabric offers.

Designed for the active lifestyle, the fabric allows the perfect stretch,

sun protection

softness

snag resistant

comfort, and breathability desired for daily wear.

Don't be fooled! Our fabric has been tested and approved, while others have

tried to duplicate, our quality and techniques have proven to be the best in the

field. We call this, advanced- allowing in-demand styling options and colors of plenty.

stretchability

DURABLE PIQUE KNIT

page

30

What makes Durable Pique Knit worthy?

color fastness

durability

Durable Pique Knit is a 100% Micro Polyester fabric, delivering durability

6

without the bulk. The 5.0 oz. weight provides ultimate performance
while ensuring extra protection.
Say goodbye to course texture, this fabric is tough enough for a

stretchability

equal parts

superior

snag resistant

challenge but crafted with a soft feel and impressive drape.
The structure of this fabric has inspired high performance, great value
and easy uniforming designs.

stain release

hybrid cooler
micro pique

page

31 - 33

color fastness

What is Hybrid Cooler Micro Pique?
Hybrid Cooler Micro Pique is a 92% Micro Polyester, 8% Spandex blend.
The 4.0 oz. weight remains structurally fine and resilient.

Known as the long wear with no tear fabric option.

7

superior

stretchability

The advanced material of this fabric has provided innovative styles, packed

snag resistant

moisture control

stain release

with ingenious features.

MICRO DOUBLE DYE
34
JERSEY KNIT

durability

equal parts

softness

Performance from a Pique, doesn’t get cooler than this!

Tip

moisture control

page

Escape ordinary with our
extraordinary HEATHER.

color fastness

4

stain release

equal parts

superior

Micro Double Dye Knit is a 100% Micro Polyester, conquering both
softness and function. The 4.0 oz. weight transform a light and
ultra-smooth finish with the perfect drape.
Casual sophistication just met its ultimate performer.
The uniqueness of this fabric is ideal in offering elegance with delicate
details yet sturdy enough to heat it, print it or embroider it.

softness

moisture
control

NEW

Windsor
Mini- Feeder Stripe

stp737

mens | S - 3XL

90% Micro Polyester, 10% Spandex | 5.3 oz.
Get up and go, in our new luxury performance stripe polo. Leisure, travel, work or play, we’ve engineered the perfect
blend of comfort, style and function for any type of day. Featuring our new Windsor mini-feeder stripe fabric, allows
for a natural hand and drape. Casual styling for the stripes to make their play!

royal / white
225

maroon / white
135

2018 New style

graphite / white
386

purple / white
036

dk green / white
320

p6

scarlet / white
002

navy / white
001

black / white
034

ocean teal / white
274

Pacific
Horizon stripe

NEW

stp757

mens | S - 3XL

90% Micro Polyester, 10% Spandex | 5.3 oz.
Get your stripes on with our timeless styling for on the field or in the office. Maximize your potential in performance
with our innovative technology, the ideal blend of comfort, function and fit. Our new fabric allows for a natural hand
and drape for your dress up or casual day.

black / white
034

scarlet / white
002

2018 New style

navy / white
001

maroon / white
135

dk.green / white
320

p7

royal / white
225

purple / white
036

ocean teal / white
274

NEW

CAMP SHIRT
JACKET

fs7608

mens | S - 3XL

68% Nylon, 24% Polyester, 8% Spandex | 4.9 oz.
Pack it and go! Our new lightweight, versatile shirt jacket is the ideal blend of everyday style but built for an adventure
outdoors. Adapting from casual wear to full functioning outerwear with our new stretch, water & wind resistant fabric.
Keep your belongings safe with our unique pocket closures!

135 maroon

2018 New style

058 khaki

034 black

p8

386 graphite

PRO FISHING
VEST

NEW

vst893

mens | S - 3XL

68% Nylon, 24% Polyester, 8% Spandex | 4.9 oz.
We’ve got you covered! Keeping the heat at your core, our new Freestyle Vest is designed to keep you warm
while layering it over your favorite polo, pullover or crew. Lightly insulated synthetic fill provides ultimate
comfort. Get active with our double closure front and insulated, reinforced zipper pockets. Get wet with ease in
our new Water Resistant Freestyle fabric. You were made for action, let us help you get there with our Diamond
quilted must have Vest.

058 khaki

2018 New style

034 black

135 maroon

p9

386 graphite

329 hunter green

pro fishing SHIRT fst889

mens only | xS - 4XL
40

100% Polyester | UPF40

| 2.36 oz.

Dive into the season’s engagements stylishly with this eye catching look with the perfect amount of performance
quality. Expect the best with this button up collection.

386 graphite

001 navy

135 maroon

034 black 225 royal

002 scarlet 320 dk green 004 white 036 purple 058 khaki

stretch woven mini checker

p10

010 lt. blue 274 ocean teal

137 seafoam

long sleeve

fishing shirt

100% Polyester | UPF40

fs9889

mens only | S - 4XL
40

| 2.36 oz.

No need to fish for compliments in this rugged yet relaxed button-up. Roll up your sleeves to get the job done, then
enjoy your hard-earned rewards with casual flair.

058 khaki

135 maroon

386 graphite

004 white

036 purple

stretch woven mini checker

010 lt. blue

034 black

p11

002 scarlet

001 navy

320 dk green

225 royal

274 ocean teal

champion

Ktmf16

klmf26

mens | S - 3XL ( 4XL ) ladies | XS - 2XL (3XL)

mens

ladies

94% Micro Polyester | 6% Spandex

| 5.3 oz.

Mens and womens soft interlock double knit polo shirt. Provides extra durability and optimum moisture wicking
functionality and stretchability. With knit collar and cuff, features underarm mesh, advanced vents. 2 piece placket
with genuine crystal buttons. Set in sleeves. Drop shoulders. Tailored 2 piece back shoulder yoke.

4xl
royal

3xl
4xl
navy

4xl
dk green

n.cardinal

c.blue

4xl
white

3xl
4xl
graphite

orange

teal
green

3xl
4xl
black

platinum
grey

dusty
rose

purple

gold

3xl
maroon

maize

kelly

4xl
scarlet

ocean teal

NEW
color

hybrid interlock double knit

p12

CEO

NEW138

NEW238

mens | S - 3XL ( 4XL ) ladies | xS - 2XL

mens

ladies

94% Micro Polyester | 6% Spandex

| 5.3 oz.

Wear it like a boss! Whether you’re in the showroom or on the playing field, you’ll take charge in this timeless polo. Its
sleek and understated design exudes class and professionalism.

navy / orange

orange / navy

black / orange

c.blue / navy

navy / gold

dk green / gold

black / gold

maroon / gold

4xl
black / vegas gold

scarlet / graphite

navy / graphite

purple / graphite

hybrid interlock double knit

p13

black / graphite

royal / gold

4xl
maroon / graphite

royal / graphite

black / scarlet

voyager

94% Micro Polyester | 6% Spandex

Kh1389

mens only | S - 3XL

| 5.3 oz.

Anchors aweigh! A rakish zipper and debonair accents make this a fitting fashion for any adventurer. Its bold colors
and easygoing comfort attire you in swashbuckling style.

royal /
gold

maroon /
gold

dk green /
gold

black /
gold

orange /
navy

black /
scarlet

hybrid interlock double knit

graphite /
black

p14

purple /
graphite

black /
graphite

maroon /
graphite

navy /
graphite

vanguard

NEW100

NEW200

mens | S - 3XL

mens

ladies | xS - 2XL

94% Micro Polyester | 6% Spandex | 5.3 oz.
Mens and womens soft interlock double
knit polo shirt. Provides extra durability and
optimal moisture wicking functionality and

ladies

stretchability. Contoured seam dials in a fitted
look. Self-fabric, tailored collar. Contrast
edged collar and inside lined placket with
vertical mesh side seams. 2 piece placket
with 3 crystal buttons. Set in sleeve with drop

corvette recharged

Ktm895
mens | S - 3XL

scarlet / white

navy / white

black / white

purple / white

maroon / white

royal / white

dk green / white

shoulder. 2 piece back yoke.

klm295

ladies | XS - 2XL

94% Micro Polyester | 6% Spandex | 5.3 oz.
Eye-catching brilliant solid-body colors.
Accent graphite set-in sleeves. Fashion

mens

contrast graphite collar and placket. Mesh at
armpit provides extra ventilation. New fashion
neon tape finishes inside collar seam.

ladies

hybrid interlock double knit

p15

graphite /
scarlet

graphite /
purple

graphite /
dk green

graphite /
royal

graphite /
orange

graphite /
maroon

graphite /
black

graphite /
navy

elite

ktm931

mens | S - 3XL

klm231

ladies | XS - 2XL

mens

ladies

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

navy / white

deep red / white

black / v.gold

navy / v.gold

dk green / v.gold

orange / white

c.blue / navy
dk green / white

deep red / black

navy / gold
black / white

maroon / white

gold / black
kelly / black

navy / c.blue

black / orange
purple / black

ottoman

royal / white

royal / black
navy / orange

Exceptional on its own...in 20 color ways! Combine the unique color block design, the carefully mapped mesh inserts in
shoulder and down side, and flat piping detail for a winning style! Self-fabric collar lays flat with collar stays flat; finished
with crystal buttons.

p16

mens | S - 3XL

p17

graphite /
white

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

black / white

kelly / white

royal / white

n.cardinal / gold

navy / white

deep red / white

black / deep red

maroon / white

Inspired by the winged horse in Greek
mythology, this polo shirt is coveted by
many. The unique color block design on both
shoulders and down the sides is getting rave
reviews; not to mention the strategically
placed mesh inserts in the arm for maximum
breathability. Self-fabric collar lays flat and
won’t curl. Finished with crystal buttons.

black / gold

mens

purple /
white

dk green /
white

royal /
white

navy /
white

klm271

mens | S - 3XL

ladies

ottoman

deep red /
white

ktm771

purple / gold

pegasus

Known for our unique color block designs, this is a
must have for your collection. Constructed of our
ottoman fabric, this unique color block incorporates
tonal mesh inserts that are strategically placed in the
shoulder and under arm. Our contrasting color has
just the right touch to show your spirit! Self fabric
collar. Dual tone placket with crystal buttons.

maroon /
white

ladies

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

black /
white

mens

ladies | XS - 2XL

royal / gold

matrix

klm283

ktm983

epitome

ktm988

klm288

mens | S - 3XL

mens

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
One of our Pro-Celebrity favorites! This unique
color block design gives a slimming silhouette
— both his & her styles. Stretch mesh panels
under the arm and down back are woven in

ladies

such a way it’s not see-through and still offers
extra breathability and ventilation. Self-fabric
collar lays flat and won’t curl, finished with

p18

purple / white

dk green / white

navy / white

deep red / white

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

purple / white

kelly / black

maroon / gold

royal / gold

n.cardinal / gold

orange / navy

black / white

deep red / black

navy / white

gold / black

This smooth, silk-like fabric is very comfortable
on the skin. Our copyrighted color block design
is paired with strategically placed mesh inserts
for increased breathability and flat piping for
added detail. The self-fabric collar lays flat with
collar stays and finished with crystal buttons.

dk green / gold

mens

black / white

kelly / white
n cardinal / white

klm287

mens | S - 3XL

ladies

ottoman

maroon / white

ktm987

c.blue / navy

maverick

royal / white

crystal buttons.

kmvgld
mens | S - 3XL

black / vegas gold

ktm747

klm247

mens | S - 3XL

p19

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

black / gold

navy / gold

black / orange

deep red / black

maroon / gold

dk green / gold

Lead your team into victory with the
Spartacus! Our unique color block design
across the shoulders, sleeves and back also
make use of soft yet durable mesh inserts.
Self-fabric collar not only resists curling but
also keeps you dry. Contrast color block
trim and finished with crystal buttons.

royal / gold

mens

ladies

ottoman

purple / vegas gold

Our classic vegas gold design will make you
stand out from the crowd. Color block design
on shoulders, back and down sides along
with flat piping down the sides make this
piece a stand-out style. Strategically placed
mesh inserts allow for extra breathability.
Our mercerized collar with tip trim design
is treated to resist curling and finished with
crystal buttons.

navy / vegas gold

ladies

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

dk green / vegas gold

mens

spartacus

klvgld

maroon / vegas gold

maverick vegas

grand prix

new777

mens only | S - 4XL

mens

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Ready. Set. Go! This solid color bodied polo shirt
has contrasting white color blocks in the arms
and down the side — mirrored on back. The
flat piping gives added detail without the bulk.
Mesh inserts are added to give you maximum
breathability. Self-fabric collar resists curling

p20

maroon /
white

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

navy / gold
navy / white

deep red / white

navy / orange
royal / white

purple / gold

maroon / white
black / white

Smooth and silk-like feel fabric is great for
both on and off the field. Two-toned color
block design has strategically placed mesh
not only as design but also for functionality
to increase breathability. Self-fabric collar
lays flat and resists curling and finished with
crystal buttons.

black / deep red

mens

navy /
white

klm279

mens | S - 3XL

ladies

ottoman

black /
white

ktm979

dk green / white

fierce

deep red /
white

royal /
white

dk green /
white

purple /
white

with stay flat and finished with crystal buttons.

phenom

ktm933

mens | S - 3XL

klm233

ladies | XS - 2XL

mens

ladies

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Meticulously designed, this unique tri-color toned style is a phenomenal addition to your wardrobe. Carefully
crafted workmanship allows for the arched color block design on the back, down the sides and front to runs parallel
with flat piping for added detail and mesh inserts under arm. Self-fabric collar lays flat with collar stays and finished

ottoman

p21

deep red / black
/ white
royal / orange
/ white

black / grey
/ white
navy / grey
/ white

black / gold
/ white
black / orange
/ white

royal / gold
/ white
navy / gold
/ white

maroon / gold
/ white
royal / deep red
/ white

black / v.gold
/ white

graphite / black
/ white
c.blue / navy
/ white

navy / deep red
/ white
dk green / gold
/ white

purple / gold
/ white

navy / orange
/ white

with the crystal buttons.

k268gp

mens | S - 4XL

graphite / white
graphite / n. cardinal
up to 3xl only

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

n.cardinal / graphite
up to 3xl only

royal / graphite
white / graphite

black / deep red

kelly / graphite
up to 3xl only
maroon / graphite

black / graphite

purple / graphite
up to 3xl only
deep red / graphite
up to 3xl only

We’ve taken a classic style and given it a
modern twist. The Titan polo is made with
100% micro polyester ottoman weave. Mesh
inserts that are strategically placed to give
maximum breathability and ventilation also
serve as color block accents. Self-fabric
collar, crystal button placket.
dk green / graphite
up to 3xl only

ladies

graphite / dk green

k268gp

mens | S - 4XL

mens

graphite / purple

graphite / black
graphite / kelly
up to 3xl only

graphite / maroon
graphite / k.pink
up to 3xl only

graphite / navy
graphite / orange

k968gp

purple / gold

titan converse

We’ve taken a classic style and given it a
modern twist. The Titan polo is made with
100% micro polyester ottoman weave. Mesh
inserts that are strategically placed to give
maximum breathability and ventilation also
serve as color block accents. Self-fabric
collar, crystal button placket.
graphite / deep red

ladies

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

graphite / royal

mens

ladies | XS - 2XL

navy / graphite

titan

k968gp

offering ladies

ottoman

p22

klm289

mens | S - 3XL

deep red

c.blue
navy

maroon
black

white

102

mens only | S - 3XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
An old favorite (there’s a reason they never
go out of style). This 100% micro polyester
Hi-Cool ottoman has the comfort of a t-shirt,
and look of a dress shirt. Unique tailored
collar with stays keep it flat! Set in sleeves
construction allow easy movement. Open
patch pocket to store your pencils. Side
vents. 4 pearl button placket.

ottoman

p23
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mens

purple

dk green

members only

royal

Engineered to be your wardrobe’s MVP.
Solid tone-on-tone color block design is
constructed with raglan sleeves for ease of
movement. Far from the ordinary polyester —
It’s a difference you can feel. Mercerized knit
collar resists curling. His: 3-crystal buttons,
Hers: 5-pearl buttons.

graphite

ladies

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

slate grey

mens

kelly

empire

ktm989

mens | S - 3XL

p24

white / n.cardinal
white / dk green

white / royal

white / navy
white / purple

white / deep red

white / maroon

Meticulously placed mesh inserts and piping
on chest still allow for artwork application on
chest. Contrast color block design on back is
made with soft yet durable mesh that is not
see-through. Mesh inserts are strategically
placed for added breathability. Mercerized knit
collar with tip trim design, finished with crystal
button placket.

mens | S - 3XL

klm126

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

white / dk green

white / purple

white / navy

white / deep red

white / kelly

white / royal
white / n.cardinal

This white-bodied polo uses color block
design with strategically placed mesh
inserts under the arm for extra breathability
and no visible sweat marks. Self-fabric collar
lays flat and won’t curl. Dual-tone placket
with crystal buttons.

white / maroon

ladies

ottoman / mini ottoman

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.

Ktm186
mens

ladies | XS - 2XL

white / black

mens

ladies

magnum

klm128

white / black

vantage

Ktm188

tesla

Ktm181

mini ottoman

klm121

mens | S - 3XL

mens

ladies

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Gone are the days of being a wall flower. Our
white-based body polo will help you grab the
crowd’s attention you deserve. Our color block
design incorporates a strategically placed
mesh design for functionality in the shoulder
and under the arm for extra breathability with
no visible sweat marks. Self fabric collar with
“stays” help keep it flat. Crystal button placket.

white / purple white / dk green

white / black

contender

mens | S - 3XL

mens

p25

white / maroon

white / deep red

Ktm187

ladies

mini ottoman / ottoman

white / navy

white / royal

klm127

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
The same design as our popular Maverick
polo shirt – but in a white based body. This
color block design has contrasting color
across the shoulder, the back and down the
sides. Flat piping for added detail and mesh
inserts for extra breathability. Mercerized
knit collar with tip trim design, finished with
crystal buttons for clean polished look.

white /
deep red

white /
navy

white /
white /
n.cardinal royal

white /
black

white /
purple

white /
dk green

white /
graphite

white /
maroon

white /
kelly

imperial
mini ottoman

Ktm450
mens | S - 3XL

mens

klm250

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
One of our popular shirts is back and better
than ever! This simple white-bodied polo shirt
has contrasting color block around the shoulder

ladies

and underarm — no visible sweat marks. Mesh
inserts under the arm allows for maximum
breathability. This rib-knit collar has a striped tip
trim design. Finished with crystal buttons.

pegasus crew

white /
black /
deep red

white /
navy /
gold

white /
purple /
gold

white /
maroon /
gold

white / dk
green /
gold

Ktm380
mens | S - 3XL

mens

ladies

mini ottoman / ottoman

white /
black /
gold
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white /
deep red /
gold

white /
royal /
gold

klm280

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Our popular selling Pegasus polo shirt now
has a matching crew neck companion. Our
color block design is inspired by the famous
winged horse. Raglan sleeves allow for easy
movement as seams are kept away from your
shoulders. Mesh inserts strategically placed
that allow for maximum breathability.

maroon /
white

graphite / dk green / navy /
white
white
white

royal /
white

n.cardinal / black /
white
white

deep red /
white

kelly /
white

mustang

Ktm961

mens | S - 3XL

klm261

ladies | XS - 2XL

mens

ladies

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
One of our best selling styles! This copyrighted color block design is very figure flattering. Mercerized knit collar with

birds eye
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deep red / white

navy / white

dk green / white

black / white

maroon / white

royal / white

c.blue / white

maroon / gold

maroon / gold

black / gold

black /
orange

black / deep red

a unique tip trim design resists curling and lays flat. His: 3-crystal buttons, Hers: 5-pearl buttons.

flame thrower

ktm936
mens | S - 3XL

mens

klm236

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Favored not only for its striking design but
also slimming silhouette. Eye catching color
block design is mirrored on front and back
of shirt. Self-fabric collar lays flat and resists

ladies

american patriot

curling, finished with crystal buttons.

royal / white

black / white

navy / white

deep red / white

black / gold

black / deep red

ktm968
mens | S - 3XL

mens

klm268

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Our designer favorite! This simple yet sporty
design looks good on everyone. The careful
placement of the color block contrasting
design on the shoulder, across the back,

ladies

and down the sides give it the perfect look.
Mercerized collar with unique design lays flat

birds eye
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black / white

n.cardinal / white

navy / white

deep red / white

royal / white

dk green / white
maroon / white

— won’t curl, finished with crystal buttons.

pacifica

ktm997

klm297

mens | S - 3XL

mens

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
A classic clean-cut matching his & hers
polo knit. This fabric delivers an ultra soft
feel and classic look that enhances shape

ladies

retention and does not shrink. Mercerized
knit collar with tip trim design lays flat and
resists curling! His: 3-crystal buttons, Hers:

velocity

Ktm919

kelly
deep red

klm219

mens | S - 3XL

mens

purple
navy

dk green
n.cardinal

black

maroon

royal

5-pearl buttons.

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
A crew neck favorite! Our sporty color block
design on the sleeve and down the sides
with flat piping and mesh inserts under arm

birds eye

p29

for extra breathability. His: crew neckline,

royal / white

dk green / white

purple / white

deep red / white

navy / white

n.cardinal / white

kelly / white

maroon / white

hers: v-neckline. Cuffed sleeve.

black / white

ladies

galactic

ktM917

klM217

mens | S - 3XL

mens

ladies | XS - 2XL

96% Micro Polyester | 4% Spandex | 5.0 oz.
A polo essential for everyone. This classic
polo is constructed of durable micro pique
fabric which resists shrinkage, pilling, fading
and wrinkles. Slightly heavier in weight, this

ladies

fabric hangs great on any form. Set in sleeves
allow for ease of movement. Rib-knit collar
resists curling. His: 3-crystal buttons, Hers:
5-pearl buttons.

warrior

dk green

white

royal

navy

maroon

black

KTM902

kLM202

mens | S - 3XL

mens

deep red

ladies | XS - 2XL

96% Micro Polyester | 4% Spandex | 5.0 oz.
Simple design with flat piping detail mirrored
on front and back. Durable micro pique
fabric is resistant to picking and pilling. Set
in sleeves allow for ease of movement. His:

durable pique
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royal / white

maroon / white
deep red / white

black / white

dk green / white

crew neckline, Hers: v-neckline.

navy / white

ladies

style-auto

ktm999

klm299

mens | S - 3XL ( 4XL ) ladies | XS - 2XL

mens

92% Micro Polyester | 8% Spandex | 4.0 oz.
This solid polo is a perfect mix of comfort
and function, for any occasion. Set in
sleeves allow for easy movement. Rib-knit

super charger

collar resists curling. His: 3-crystal button

royal

carolina blue
maroon

graphite

dk green
electric blue

orange

black
purple

ktm998

navy

scarlet

placket, Hers: 2-crystal button placket.

kelly

ladies

klm298

mens | S - 3XL ( 4XL ) ladies | XS - 2XL

mens

92% Micro Polyester | 8% Spandex | 4.0 oz.
One of our popular styles is back and better
than ever! The white piping on the body and the
tip trim on the collar are just enough to set this

ladies

understated polo apart. Set in sleeves allow for
easy movement. Rib-knit collar resists curling.
His: 3-crystal button placket, Hers: 2-crystal

hybrid cooler
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carolina blue / white

dk green / white

electric blue / white

purple / white

gold / black

maroon / white

royal / white

scarlet / white

kelly / white

graphite / white
black / white

button placket.

aloha

new108

new208

mens | S - 3XL ( 4XL ) ladies | XS - 2XL

mens

ladies

92% Micro Polyester | 8% Spandex | 4.0 oz.
Striking colors of smooth fluid style. Self-fabric graphite edged collar and lined placket. Graphite piping defines the
Reglen sleeves front and back. Accent graphite banded top-stitched hemmed sleeve.

scarlet / black

purple / graphite

navy / graphite

kelly / graphite

orange / graphite

electric blue /
graphite

royal / graphite

gold / graphite

apple green /
graphite

maroon / graphite

neon yellow /
graphite

black / graphite

orange / navy

dk green / graphite

scarlet / black

NEW
color

hybrid cooler
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NEW
color

mens | S - 3XL

ktN347

gold / black

scarlet / black

black / graphite

orange / navy

black / vegas gold

If you’re aiming to be top gun, arm yourself
with this high-caliber look. With dramatic
daggers of mesh vents in the shoulders and
sides, this shirt will help you keep your cool as
you shoot for your personal best.

royal / gold

maroon / gold

kelly / black

navy / gold

ladies | XS - 2XL

92% Micro Polyester | 8% Spandex | 4.0 oz.

mens

ladies

corvette

new218

black / orange

caliber

new118

klN147

mens | S - 3XL ( 4XL ) ladies | XS - 2XL

mens

92% Micro Polyester | 8% Spandex | 4.0 oz.
Eye-catching brilliant solid-body colors. Accent
graphite set-in sleeves. Fashion contrast
graphite collar and placket. Mesh at armpit

hybrid cooler
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provides extra ventilation. New fashion neon

gold / graphite
electric blue / graphite

maroon / graphite

orange / graphite
purple / graphite

royal / graphite

navy / graphite
dk green / graphite

neon yellow / graphite

scarlet / graphite

tape finishes inside collar seam.

black / graphite

ladies

heathaway

kth928

klh228

mens | S - 3XL

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.0 oz.

mens

Our new must have heathered polo. Features
a solid contrast tailored, self edged collar, 3
button, 2 piece placket. Raglan sleeve with

ladies

multi contoured seam with contrast solid in
line piping: on both front and back body and

top-gun

heather / purple

heather / black
heather / dk green

heather / royal

heather / maroon

heather / navy

heather / scarlet

sleeves with solid contrast sleeve cuffs.

KHM386

KHL286

mens | S - 3XL

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.0 oz.

mens

Our ever popular Hi-Cool technology
continues in this 100% micro-polyester
crew neck. This new crew neck features
ladies

our heathered color with the contrast
color piping, creating a professional yet
comfortable and sport-like feel. This loose
fitting shirt is not only lightweight but also

heather

p34

heather grey /
navy

heather grey /
deep red

heather grey /
black

heather grey /
kelly

heather grey /
purple

heather grey /
dk green

heather grey /
royal

heather grey /
maroon

allows for easy movement and flexibility.

ambassador

Ktm470

klm270

mens | S - 3XL

mens

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Mens and womens soft interlock double
knit polo shirt. Provides extra durability and
optimum moisture wicking functionality

ladies

and stretchability. With knit collar and cuff,
features underarm mesh, advanced vents. 2
piece placket with genuine crystal buttons. Set
in sleeves. Drop shoulders. Tailored 2 piece
back shoulder yoke.

purple

maroon

royal

dk green graphite n.cardinal

paradigm

K470gp

mens | S - 3XL

mens

black

deep red

navy

kelly

k270gp

ladies | XS - 2XL

100% Micro Polyester | 4.5 oz.
Mens and womens soft interlock double
knit polo shirt. Provides extra durability and
optimum moisture wicking functionality

ladies

and stretchability. With knit collar and cuff,
features underarm mesh, advanced vents. 2
piece placket with genuine crystal buttons.
Set in sleeves. Drop shoulders. Tailored 2
piece back shoulder yoke.

engineer track

p35

purple /
graphite

dk green /
graphite

maroon /
graphite

deep red /
graphite

black /
graphite

n.cardinal /
graphite

navy /
graphite

royal /
graphite

allsport

Ks1889

mens only | S - 3XL

mens

90% Micro Polyester | 10% Spandex | 4.0 oz.

catalyst

kg101

navy / white
neon yellow /
graphite

scarlet / white

kg201

mens | S - 3XL

mens

black / scarlet

royal / white
black /
orange

maroon /
white

black / white
black / gold

dk green / white
scarlet / black

graphite / black

purple / white

Our hot selling, long sleeved double-crescent crew neck
ALLSPORT shirt. Made of the next generation moisture wicking
fabric, 90% micro polyester and 10% Spandex to make this
superior high quality long sleeve crew comfortable while
offering ease of movement and extreme functionality!
The unique accent color-block design has mesh inserts from
the shoulder down the sleeves and sides. Complimentary flat
piping detail and reinforced elbow patches for extra durability.

ladies | 4-16

90% Micro Polyester | 10% Spandex | 3.5 oz.
This long sleeve crew neck is a soft fitted
shirt that is very comfortable and has a
stretchy fit. The smooth neckline is ideal

ladies

for layering under clothes and also as a
stand alone piece. Offered in our Hi-Cool
technology to keep you dry and controlling
moisture buildup. The matte-finished fabric
reduces bulk when layering which allows for
easy movement.

black

single jersey
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graphite

warm up

p37

warm up

p38
purple / gold

dk green / white

navy / c.blue

royal / white

graphite / white

maroon / white

deep red / white

black / white

navy / white

kelly / white

navy / gold

black / v.gold

mens only | 30” - 50”

THE NEXT GENERATION MOISTURE WICKING

fishing shorts
NEW631

What makes these shorts our Best Seller?

These Fishing Shorts are designed with maximum versatility. A perfect fit for the

active lifestyle. The 4.0 oz. weight provides maximum durability, while providing the

ultimate comfort in our all-way stretch fabric.

We didn’t stop there!

These fully functional shorts feature a cool, light-weight & fast drying design.

sand stone

graphite

black
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short

warm up

p40

warm up

p41

color fastness

softness

durability

7

equal parts

superior

stretchability

snag resistant

moisture control

stain release

51055
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Join us on

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/PROCELEBRITY

Visit GOPROCELEBRITY.com or scan this QR code with your
smartphone. If you don’t already have a QR code reader on
your phone, there are a lots of free apps you can download.
When you’ve got your app, point your phone’s camera at the
QR code and watch the magic happen.

